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Inventive engineering problem solving
The tools of inventive engineering problem solving help creating new
engineering systems and further developing existing realizations. The uniform
and algorithmic handling of these tools is very important in the fields of
electrical

engineering

where

research

and

development

requires

multidisciplinary knowledge. Inventive development supporting computer
systems help engineers to solve technical problems.
This research field is rather new in Hungary and has fragmented literature
in the world so first I had to arrange the literature in detail. My purpose was to
determine the requirements that are necessary for an engineering problem
solving support knowledge-handling system.
After that, I concluded that a composition system of hypertext and
semantic network is suitable for achieving these requirements. Hypertext is a
new way for text and content representation and displays knowledge elements
uniformly. In a semantic network the connections between knowledge elements
are represented. Hypertext structure is a suitable tool for receiving existing
knowledge and also for constructing new knowledge so it can be applied in
every steps of the problem solving process to represent problem solving
knowledge. Existing hipertext systems do not fulfil all the requirements so a
new hypertext model is required for problem solving support systems.
THESIS 1
I determined the requirements that are necessary for an inventive engineering
problem solving support knowledge-handling system. I concluded that a
composition system of hypertext and semantic network is suitable for achieving
these requirements. Existing hypertext systems do not fulfill all the requirements
so a new hypertext model is required.
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The multi-layer hypertext model
I created the new multi-layer hypertext model. This model fulfils all the
requirements that I determined. The basis of the model is that every kind of
knowledge handled and created by the user is included in the hypertext system
and all knowledge elements are handled uniformly with so-called layers. With
using layers, knowledge represented in the hypertext system become more wellarranged, more flexible and can be used easier. Knowledge types allow us to use
typed links and nodes and to implement different hypertext views. Hypertext
materials from diverse sources can be built into the knowledge handling system
easily with new hypertext layers. The model does not give any restriction to
store hypertext elements so its implementation can be made with any kind of
system-oriented hypertext basis.
The multi-layer hypertext model gives the possibility to process the stored
knowledge by computers. Processes are based on the types of the connections
and the attributes of the hypertext objects. With these processes, we can
implement and support a set of problem solving techniques.
THESIS 2
I created a new multi-layer hypertext model with the following features:
1. every kind of knowledge (information, structure and modification) handled
and created by the user is included in the hypertext.
2. hypertext becomes more perspicuous, flexible and treatable by using layers.
3. hypertext structures, levels and views are based on knowledge types.
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Application of the model
I realized the multi-layer hypertext model to create and use electronic textbooks.
I created a frame system to handle the textbooks and produced several special
didactic hypertext layers. These layers integrate the activities of the bookmaker
and the reader. Every layer consists of a set of hypertext nodes and links and
produces new functionality in the system. Separated layers contain the hypertext
pages, the navigational tools created by the bookmaker, the tools of the reader
and the personal knowledge of the reader. I widened the model with didactic
layers that ensure that the reader perceives the interconnections in the topic and
organize it actively.
I implemented the model under the name of MINERVA. Minerva can be a
part of a software system that supports the whole problem solving process. This
part supports receiving external knowledge and integrating it into personal
knowledge of the engineer. Minerva system based on the multi-layer model was
used at several distance-learning institutions successfully.
THESIS 3
I implemented the multi-layer hypertext model to create and use electronic
textbooks. During implementation I produced several special didactic layers.
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